
ICAR-INDIAN AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

FrAT 37T4T7, AdmO7, Security Section, Directorate 

TT,T - 10012, PUSA, NEW DELHI-110 012 

ICAR 

Dated 13/03/2023 
No. 14-12/2017/Security/RTY S9 

To, 
Sh. Raushan kumar 

Manpur Gaya, (Bihar-823003) 

Sub: Seeking Information under RTI Act-2005-Reg 

sir, 
Please refer to your RTI Appeal bearing registration no. IAGRI/R/E/23/00030/1 dated 13/02/2023 

submitted online on RTI-MIS portal. In this regard, the requisite information is as under: -

Information may be provided to the 

applicant/Action Required 
SI Information asked by the applicant under RTI 

No. 

Provide me information and ctv footage of outer area i.e Matter does not pertain to Security Section. 
1. 

main entrance gate of Versha hostel and its adjoining area 

where scootys, bycycle were parked and also of peri ferial 

area on road side of Versha hostel,lari New delhi of 

28.01.2023 from 10:30 pm to 11:45 pm. 

2.a.Provide me information and certified copies i.e what is 

the name of current warden and her supporting staffs in 

versha hostel.iari new delhi. Also provide her certified 

resume for getting selection as a warden for Versh 

hostel,lari, New delhi. 

2. 2.a.Provide me information and certified copies i.e what is the Matter does not pertain to Security Section. 

name of current warden and her supporting staffs in versha 

hostel.iari new delhi.Also provide her certified resume for getting 

selection as a warden for Versh hoste!,lari, New delhi 

b. Provide me certified copies i.e from how many years she is Matter does not pertain to Security Section. 

working as a warder for Versha hostel, and her role, functions as 

a warden and what are the legal power available to her or given 

by institute to her for maintained of law and order in hostel and 

also provide her past qualification, working experiences as a 

warden or anywhere, her selection procedures as warden of this 

hostel, facilities, salary, others perks, allowances and annual 
leaves provide to her by lari, new delhi. 



c.What are the procedure and circumstances available to Matter does not pertain to Security Section. 

institute for removal or dismissal for hostel warden 

institution. 

Provide me information about all types of Security officials 

who are working for institute and available in campus for 

M/s Frontline (NCR) Business Solutions Pvt. Ltd, 
New Delhi is currently providing security services 

at this institute. The firm has been providing 
day to day work: 
I. They are directly hired by Institute or are on contract or 

security on contract basis and the firm has been 

selected on the basis of lowest bid quoted by it 

against others invited on GeM (Government-e 
marketplace) under General Financial Rules, 
2017 and as amended from time to time. 

third party contract provide me details information about 

this. If they are third party then provide me their parent 

organization name, registration number and all those 

documents which are submitted by them for getting the 
Address is- B-48 Ground Floor, Naraina industrial 
Area, Phase-ll, New Delhi - 110 028 

Email: info@frontlinegroup.org 

contract in which all the terms and condition which are 

given by institution as followed by company must me 

mentioned in clearly for understanding. 

The list of guards deployed in IARI may be 
directly obtained from the firm's office 

What are the power ,authority, legal, judicial and rules The security guards are instructed by the security 

followed and given to all types of security officials seniors irm about their powers, roles, responsibilities 

or juniors who are working for this institute in campus, Is 

they have power to beat, slap anyone in publicly, yes or no. | They do not have power to abuse or slap anyone. 

and authorities. 

If yes then provide such power or authority by institute 

then provide me the charter or rule or regulation or 

manuals from where such type of power is given to 

security officials to beat or slap without investing the issues 

in public university. 

Provide me information and procedures with step by step 

process if someone a citizen of India and a taxpayer of 

India wants to visit this public university, which also cover 

The person should seek the approval of Director 

IARI to visit the campus for private purpose with 

details of purpose of visit. 

under the definition of state under article 12 of 

constitution of India then how he can saw whole campus 

without any restriction and except reasonable restrictions. 

And if someone stop what are the remedials avaible to 

them. 

Admn. Officer & CPIO, Security Section 


